ject, say, the Laplace potential partial differential equation, the wave equation, the diffusion equation, or one of the corresponding differential operators defined in the Cartesian coordinates of Euclidean re-space Rn. We shall say that D is well-defined on a differentiable manifold Mn (connected, separable metric space with C local coordinates) in case there is a differential equation or a differential operator defined on M", which in a certain atlas (covering of Mn by a subcollection of the differentiable coordinate systems) is expressed by D.
The collection of all differentiable homeomorphisms of open sets of R" into R", which preserve D, is the pseudogroup of D, cf.
[ll]. Then we can state that Mn admits the type of differential object D if and only if Mn has an atlas whose coordinate transition maps belong to the pseudogroup of D.
In this paper we shall find topological and geometrical properties of manifolds which admit the classical differential objects listed above. In the next section we relate this problem to the more standard one of reducing the structure group of the principal bundle of bases B(Mn). In section three we study applications of the general theory to the Laplace and wave partial differential equations and also to linear ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. Finally, in the appendix we state properties of bundle reductions to totally disconnected subgroups; these results being immediate generalizations of an earlier work of the authors [5 ] and of relevance for the present study.
2. Bundle reduction for the potential, wave, diffusion equations and operators. We note that the pseudogroup for the potential operator of open sets in R", cf. [12, p. 18] . For the potential equation V2re = 0 the pseudogroup (P" is generated by the rigid motions and similarities, for re ^3, but (Pi consists of holomorphic and conjugate holomorphic maps, cf. [12, p. 85] . has the pseudogroup W", which, for w = 3, is generated by maps of £" and similarities. For n -2 one can easily compute that the maps of V?2 are those for which the Jacobian matrices are everywhere in the group generated by the scalar matrices, the Lorentz matrices, and the transposition The diffusion operator The ordinary differential system d2x* -=0, i=l,2,-..,n has the affine pseudogroup ft» which consits of the affinities of £". We omit the direct calculations, most of which occur in the listed references, leading to the above descriptions of the various pseudogroups. The principal theorem of this section relates the problem of constructing the potential, wave, diffusion equations and operators on manifolds M* to a reduction of the structure group GL(n, R) of 73(17") to the scalar C(n), orthogonal 0(n), and Lorentz L(n) groups.
Theorem
1. Let M", w = 2, be a differentiable manifold. The existence of an atlas on Mn compatible with the following pseudogroups is equivalent to a realizable reduction of the bundle of bases B(Mn) to the indicated matrix group:
(a) &n, w2:2, totally disconnected subgroup of GL(n, R), (b) Sn, «^2, totally disconnected subgroup of 0(n), (c) £n, n^2, totally disconnected subgroup of L(n), (d) (Pn, w^3, totally disconnected subgroup of C(n) XO(n), (e) Wn, w = 3, totally disconnected subgroup of C(n) XL(n), (f) S",i, re ^2, totally disconnected subgroup of 0(n -l), (g) 2Dn, «^2, totally disconnected subgroup of C(n) XO(n -1),
Proof. For an affine atlas the Jacobian transition matrices are constant on each connected intersection of local coordinate systems. Thus the structure group GL(n, R) of B(Mn) is reduced to a countable, and so, totally disconnected subgroup of GL(n, R). Moreover this reduction is realized by the coordinate systems which form the affine atlas. Conversely, if a collection of local coordinate systems of Mn realizes a reduction of B(Mn) to a totally disconnected group, the Jacobian transition matrices are constant on each connected intersection of the coordinate systems. Thus the coordinate transition maps belong to the affine pseudogroup. So part (a) is proved.
All the remaining cases follow easily from the explicit descriptions of the pseudogroups at the beginning of this section.
In (f) and (g) the notation means that we consider 0(n -1) as the orthogonal matrices in 0(n) for which the upper left corner element is +1. Since (Pi and W2 are not subpseudogroups of &n, the corresponding bundle reductions need not lead to totally disconnected groups. Q.E.D. The realizable bundle reductions indicated in Theorem 1 are easily recognized as classical structures of tensor calculus. For example, Mn is an affine (a), Euclidean (b), or Lorentz (c) manifold if and only if Mn admits respectively a flat (torsion and curvature zero) affine connection, a flat Riemannian metric tensor, a fiat Lorentz tensor (g,j with signature + + + ■ • ■ -\-). Also the atlas 8",i can occur on Mn if and only if M" is a Euclidean manifold with a constant nonzero vector field.
As examples we note that only the torus T2, among all compact orientable 2-manifolds, admits any of the structures of Theorem 1 and furthermore that Tn, re ^2, admits all those there mentioned.
However, every M2 admits the atlas of (h).
Among compact re-manifolds, re ^3, no Mn admits any of the atlases of Theorem 1 if the fundamental group 7Ti(Afn) is finite, [5] . The conformal pseudogroup C", re ^2, consisting of maps with Jacobians in C(n) XO(n), plays an important role in the study of classes of elliptic partial differential equations, as distinct from the single Laplace equation, on manifolds. If there is a differential equation on Mn which has the form V2re + f(x, u, du/dx) = 0 in each coordinate system of an atlas (here the local function / depends on the coordinate system), then the atlas is compatible with C"; that is, realizes a reduction of the group of B(Mn) to C(n) XO(n). Next we note the converse of this proposition. Theorem 2. Let Mn be a differentiable manifold with realizable reduction of B(Mn) to C(n) XO(n), w = 2. Then there is an elliptic partial differential equation on Mn which, in each coordinate system of the conformal atlas, has the form V2w +f(x)(x, du/dx) = 0 (where fix)GCX depends on the local coordinate system).
Proof. Since du/dx' = (du/dy') (dy'/dx*), for a real differentiable function u in overlapping coordinates where y=y(x), we note that /(*> is actually a differentiable function defined on the cotangent vector bundle T*(M") over the coordinate patch (x). We use the coordinates on T*(M") arising from the Since the fiber 7? is solid, the cross-section and thus the required elliptic partial differential equation exists on Mn. Q.E.D.
The next remark shows that for the study of a single differential equation the pseudogroup C is too large.
Remark. Let V2w+/(x, u, du/dx) =0 with fGC™ for all real arguments, xGR", have a pseudogroup 3DC". Then » = 2, S = Qi and f(x, u, du/dx) = g(u, p) where p= | V«| and gGC°° for -oo <«< oo, p>0. Also ar2g(u,ap) = g(u, p) for each real a>0. Conversely, every equation V2u-\-g(u, p)=0 with gGC°° on -oo <u< oo, p>0 and homogeneous of degree 2 in p=\ Vu\, has pseudogroup 9 = 62-
The proof of these statements follows directly from the Liouville theorem that Cn, for »^3, consists of rigid motions, similarities, and inversions in spheres. For hyperbolic partial differential equations
the above Theorem 2 and the subsequent remark hold with minor modifications of replacing C(re) XO(n) by C(n) XL(n) and p=\ V«| by
For the potential, wave, or diffusion equations we are led to a realizable reduction of B(M") to a product group, with C(w) as one factor. To define the corresponding differential operator on M" we need a further reduction which factors out the scalar matrices. To clarify this construction we shall define the unimodular obstruction. Let M" be an affine manifold and for each closed continuous curve £ on Mn let | S| be the absolute value of the determinant of the holonomy transformation around S. This is well-defined since the holonomy matrix for G is determined in GL(n, R) up to similarity. Let 7 = log | S| and extend 7 by linearity to the group of real, oriented, finite singular 1-cycles. Since 7 is zero on bounding 1-cycles, 7 determines an element of the 1-dimensional, real, singular cohomology group of Mn.
Definition. Let Mn be an affine manifold. atlas then 7=0 since 0(n) and L(re)are in the unimodular group. On the other hand, if 7 = 0 then, say for the case of a <Pn atlas, the holonomy group is in 0(n). Choose a local coordinate system (x), centered at PEMn, of the (P"-atlas. For each point QEMn join P to Q by a differentiable curve G(/) and choose coordinate systems from the (?"-atlas so that the carrier of 6(0 is covered and the Jacobian matrices of successive coordinate systems lie in 0(n). (We complete the affine (P"-atlas if necessary.)
In this manner construct a Euclidean subatlas on M". The next theorem shows that a manifold admitting the Laplace potential equation further admits, under a mild hypothesis, the Laplace operator.
Theorem 3. Let Mn be an affine manifold with atlas compatible with (P". // the flat affine connection T of Mn is complete, then M" has a subordinate Euclidean atlas.
Proof. Now Mn can be considered as the affine space R" modulo a properly discontinuous group 7ti of affine transformations. Moreover, the homogeneous part of each map in 7Ti is a matrix in C(n)XO(n).
Suppose for some map hEiri the scalar C(n)^I.
Then h (or h~l) must be a strict contraction of Rn, referred to the usual metric. But then h has a fixed point in Rn which is impossible. Thus C(n) =1 for each hEm and the holonomy group of AIn lies in 0(n). Therefore M" is a Euclidean manifold. Q.E.D. [ for some real constant X (we allow X = 0). We restrict our attention to the compact Euclidean manifolds Mn, which are known to be finitely covered by the flat torus Tn. The covering transformation group of Tn over M" is isomorphic with the holonomy group 77(r, M"), and we fix this isomorphism. Since the map P^h(P) oi Tn-^Tn, for hGH(T, Mn), is an isometry, Q(h(P)) is an eigenfunction for the Laplace operator on Tn and for the same eigenvalue as is Q(P). Thus the average zZ^h(.v,m") Q(h(P))=Q*(P) is an eigenfunction on T". Also Q*(x) projects to an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator on Mn. Then each element of At which is invariant under the action of 77(r, Mn) on Tn can be written as a finite linear combination of eigenfunctions on Tn each of which projects to an eigenfunction on Mn. Thus the subalgebra of At, consisting of those functions invariant under H(T, Mn), projects onto the set Am of real linear combinations of eigenfunctions of Mn. Moreover this projection establishes an isomorphism of Am, as a linear space of real func-tions on Mn, with a subalgebra of At-Moreover the isomorphism preserves products and so Am is a real algebra. Q.E.D.
The algebra Am, considered as a commutative ring with a unit, has no zero divisors and so one can form the field of quotients Fm, called the eigenfunction field for the compact Euclidean manifold M". By lifting the functions on Mn to the covering torus T", we shall often write AmEAt and FmEFtLemma 2. The eigenfunction field FM,for a compact Euclidean manifold M", has transcendence degree { Fm: R] =re over the real numbers. Proof. Since Fm and Ft each have transcendence degree re over the reals, Ft is an algebraic extension of Fm-Moreover, Ft is finitely generated over R and thus over Fm so that Ft is a finite algebraic extension of Fm.
Consider the group 0 of all automorphisms of Ft which leave Fm elementwise fixed. For each clement h of the holonomy group II(T, M") there is an isometry of T" onto itself. Since an isometry of 7"" preserves the Laplace operator, there is defined thereby an automorphism gh of Ft onto itself. Thus there is a homomorphism $: h-*gh of II(T, Mn) onto W//C®. We now show that <£ is an isomorphism.
If h is not the identity of H(T, M"), then take a real differentiable function / on Tn separating the points P and h(P), for some PET". But/ is uniformly approximated by a function in FT which [April is thereby moved under gh. Thus gh is the identity of ® if and only if h is the identity of H(T, Mn) and <£ is an isomorphism. We next show that Ft is a normal extension of Fm-Suppose a function \pGFr is invariant under the automorphisms of @. Then \p is invariant under ®h. Now there exist functions p(P), a(P) in AT with p(P)\p(P) =tr(P). As in Lemma 1 average the terms of this equation for arguments h(P), hGH(T, Mn), to obtain p*(P)\p(P)=a*(P).
Here p*(P), and cr*(P) lie in AT and are invariant under ®H and so, by Lemma 1, p*, a*GAM-Thus \pGFM and FT is a normal extension of Fm.
Let £h be the subfield of Ft which corresponds to the subgroup ®h-Then FT is normal over FH with Galois group &h-But, as shown above, Fh = FmThus® = ®i/. Q.E.D.
It is of interest to examine the dimensions of the eigenspaces for the Laplace operator on a compact Euclidean manifold Mn. For convenience we modify M", within similarity, so that the covering flat torus has edges of length 27T.
5. For the flat torus Tn, with edges of length 2t, the eigenvalues for the Laplace operator are negative integers (and zero) and this is also the case for each compact Euclidean manifold M" covered by Tn. 7/ w>4 every negative integer occurs as an eigenvalue on T".
Proof. For a compact Euclidean
manifold Mn the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator are among those of the covering torus. The eigenfunctions for this torus, with edges of length 27T, are <pi(xi)tp2(xi) ■ ■ ■ «/>"(x") where </>i(x,)=sin mxi or cos mx, (m=0, 1, 2, • • • ). Thus the eigenvalues for the Laplace operator on T" are -(m2x-\-m\-\-■ ■ ■ -\-nt"). If « = 4, one knows that every positive integer can be represented as the sum of four squares and so every negative integer is an eigenvalue on T". Q.E.D.
It is easy to answer some arithmetic problems concerning the eigenvalues and the eigenspaces by standard number theoretic arguments. The next remark illustrates this technique.
Corollary.
7/w = 4, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue -m, for the Laplace operator on the flat torus Tn with edges of length 2ir, is 82 where 2 is the sum of all divisors of m which are not multiples of 4.
Proof. We consider the number of representations of a positive integer m as the sum of four squares. Allowing for the two eigenfunctions sin w,x,-and cos miXi with eigenvalue -m2, one obtains the required conclusion as a result in the number theory [13] . Q.E.D.
The harmonics of the Laplace equation arise classically in the solution of the wave partial differential equation. The wave equation is well-defined on a Lorentz manifold, that is, a differentiable manifold Mn with a £"-atlas.
If initial data for the Cauchy problem for the wave equation are prescribed on a space-like hypersurface in M", then a differentiable solution function can be constructed in some neighborhood of the initial surface. However, it is not always possible to extend this solution throughout M". The next theorem analyzes this problem in a special simple case.
Consider the product M" of a Euclidean manifold M"~l and a metric circle Sl. Then there is a natural flat Lorentz tensor on Mn defined by the product metric except that the vectors tangent to 51 are taken with a negative "norm." We take the set <f>m(P) to be orthonormal and complete in the real Hilbert space L2(M"~1) and thus some of the values of Xm are repeated a finite number of times. Proof. Suppose Z is nonempty. Then the lifted manifold ZGMn = R" is an affine subspace of dimension m, 0<m^n.
If m<n, then each element of Tx, considered as a properly discontinuous group of affine transformations of 7?", has a translation vector parallel to Z. But then one could select an infinite set of points Qit each of which lies in a different hyperplane Z, parallel to Z in 7?". But then there is no point in R" which is an accumulation point for the points of the orbits of the Qi and this contradicts the fact that Mn is compact. Therefore m = n and F is the zero vector field on Mn.
In the first instance where Z is empty, Z is empty. We show that the lifted vector field V, above F, is constant in Tt". Consider the rank r of the homogeneous terms in the vector field V. There is a point in 7?" where the rank is a minimum and the set of points in 7?" where this minimal rank is attained is an affine subspace ZT in 7?". Since Zr is invariant under Xi, we follow the previous argument concerning Z, and conclude that Zr = R".
Therefore the rank of V is a constant. Thus F is a constant vector field on R" and V is constant on M". Q.E.D.
Thus to construct nontrivial linear differential equations with constant coefficients we must consider incomplete affine-manifolds.
The following examples show that such differential equations can have new interesting types of solutions, for instance, isolated periodic solutions.
Example. Consider the affine quarter-plane x>0, y>0 under the properly discontinuous transformation group generated by the powers of 7\: (x, y)->(2x, y) and T2: (x, y)-*(x, 2y). The quotient space is an affine torus which admits no constant vector fields; although it does admit two linearly independent vector fields with constant coefficients.
One can remark that if a compact affine manifold Mn admits a subordinate unimodular atlas then each constant vector field V on Mn defines a measurepreserving flow. Since the measure of Mn is then finite, almost all points PGMn are ( + )-stable a, la Poisson.
Example. We conclude this section with a significant example in which we shall describe the qualitative form of every noncritical differential equation with constant coefficients on the affine torus Af2 constructed from the punctured plane under the iterates of T: (x, y)->(2x, 2y). Such a linear differ-ential equation V on M2 lifts to a system V: x = ax + by + c, y = ex + fy + h on the punctured plane. Since V is invariant under T, c = h = 0. Now perform a linear change in variables in the punctured plane, which of course commutes with the scalar matrix of T, so as to reduce V to a simplified form. In effect, we can require that the coefficient matrix of V shall be in real Jordan canonical form. There are five cases to be discussed. Case 1. x=XiX, y=~K2y where XiX2<0. This yields a saddle point in R2. On M2 there are four periodic solution curves and every other solution spirals towards some one of these with each of its ends.
Case 2a. x=Xix, y=X2y with XiX2>0, Xi^X2. This is a node in R2 but the qualitative behavior of the solutions on M2 is the same as in Case 1. Case 2b. x=Xx, y=\y. This is a radial node in R2. On M2 each solution curve is periodic.
Case 3. x=Xx+y, y=Xy. This is a one-sided node in R2. On M2 there are two periodic solutions and every other solution curve spirals towards one of these with each of its ends. [4(af-be)-(a+f)2Y>2 'C ase 5. x = y, y = -(af-be)x where -(af-be) <0. This is a center in R2 and in AP each solution curve is periodic.
Finally we consider the paths, nonconstant solutions of x' = 0, i = l, 2, • • • , re, on AI", an affine manifold with flat affine connection T. It is an elemental-}', but important, remark that on an affine manifold M", with a complete flat affine connection T, each pair of points can be joined by a path. This property of complete flat affine connections holds always for affine connections arising from a complete Ricmannian metric but is not generally valid for a complete, symmetric affine connection on a compact differentiable manifold.
On a compact Riemannian manifold there is a periodic geodesic in each free homotopy class. The next example describes an affine torus T", with complete flat affine connection Y, and which has no periodic paths. Consider the following re affine maps of R", cf. Moreover this group of affinities acts as a properly discontinuous group on 7?" and the quotient space is an affine manifold Mn with a complete flat affine connection.
We show next that Mn is compact by demonstrating that the fundamental domain is bounded. Given a point (xi, It is easy to check that, for the general transformation of the group, the translation vector is not an eigenvector of the homogeneous part. Thus there are no closed periodic paths on Mn. A more careful analysis shows that M" is topologically the torus Tn.
4. Appendix on bundle reductions to totally disconnected groups. In a previous work [5] the authors investigated realizable reductions of B(Mn) to totally disconnected subgroups of GL(n, R). Here we recall this theory but in a quite general setting. The proofs of the following statements will be omitted since they parallel closely those in [5] .
Consider a principal fiber bundle P(Mn) over Mn with Lie group G. Then P(Mn) is reduced to a subgroup KGG in case a left coset Kp is distinguished in the fiber above each point PGMn and, using the local product structure over a local coordinate system F", there is a differentiable map
Va-*G: Q-*kQ(Va)GKQ. This is the usual definition [17] except that we do not require K to be closed in G. If P(Mn) =B(M") an equivalent definition was given by Chern [10] in terms of differential forms. Here one designates in each local coordinate system Va a basis for the covector spaces, 0a, 9a, ■ ■ • , di. On each nonempty intersection V"(~\Vs one has 9a = kaBj(Q)dJg for Q GVar\Va and the matrices kaBJ(Q) = kaB(Q)GK. If, furthermore, da = dxa in the coordinates Va -(x)a, then the reduction is realized. In the general case of a principal bundle P(Mn) the defining fields &q(F") yield distinguished coordinates in P(Mn). The "generalized Jacobians"
Jag(Q)GK are then defined by JaB(Q)Va = Vs where (rj", xa) and (rjs, xB) are the coordinates of the same element in P(M"). Let a principal fiber bundle P(Mn) over a differentiable manifold Mn, with Lie group G, be reduced to a subgroup KGG. If K is totally disconnected, then the generalized Jacobians Ja$(Q) are constant on each component QGVaC\VB. Conversely, if the JaB are constants on each component of Var\VB, then P(Mn) can be reduced to a totally disconnected subgroup K' GK.
Let P(Mn) be reduced to a totally disconnected group K as above. Now re-topologize K to be discrete and then the collection of left cosets KP, for PGMn, form a covering space K(Mn) over Mn. Actually K(M") is a principal fiber bundle over M" with discrete group K and projection ir: K(M")-^M". Each component of K(Mn) is a differentiable manifold so that ir is a differentiable map. We define a connection T for M" by prescribing every tangent vector in K(M") as horizontal [l] . Then T is flat, that is, has zero curvature but may have torsion if P(Mn)7£B(M").
Using the appropriate concept of parallel displacement of the fiber along piecewise differentiable curves in M", one defines two such curves in M" to be holonomous in case they join the same initial and final points and yield the same parallel displacement of the fiber. Actually, the introduction of T is rather artificial and parallel displacement [April can be defined directly in terms of the generalized Jacobians of the bundle reduction. Let £(<), h^t^t2, be a continuous curve in M" joining points P and Q. The holonomy group II(Mn, Y) is the set of holonomy equivalence classes of closed, piecewise differentiable, curves, based at some point PEM", with the usual groupoid multiplication.
It is clear that holonomy groups of Mn based at different points are isomorphic, in fact, by an isomorphism determined up to an inner automorphism.
Let -ki(M") be the fundamental group of a differentiable manifold M". Let Y be the flat connection for a principal fiber bundle K(M") with a discrete group K. Let II(Aln, Y) be the holonomy group based at the same point as is iri(M"). The holonomy covering space M" is unique in the sense that any two coverings of AI" by components of K(M") are equivalent. Furthermore, M" could also be defined as the holonomy equivalence classes of piecewise differentiable curves in M", initiating at a point PEM" and topologized as is customary in the theory of covering spaces. It is evident that, with the raised connection r, the holonomy group H(Mn, r)=0.
Let M" be the holonomy covering space of the differential manifold M", arising from a reduction of P(M") to a totally disconnected group K. Let (M°, YL°) be a covering space of M" and let Y° be the connection on M° above the flat connection Y on M". Then (M°, II0) covers (M", IT) over M" if and only if H(M°, Y°) = 0.
If B(AI") is reduced to a totally disconnected subgroup K, then one can define parallel displacements of the tangent spaces of M", along piecewise differentiable curves in M", by means of the generalized Jacobians described above. Also, for the flat connection Y, one can define a path as a differentiable curve whose tangent vector is auto-parallel along the curve.
Let the principal bundle of bases B(AI") of a differentiable manifold M" be reduced to a totally disconnected group K. If Mn has zero holonomy, that is H(M", Y) =0, then M" is parallclizable by bases which are parallel under Y.
Using parallel displacement we can establish a Riemannian metric in M". However the Riemann-Christoffel connection may not be T and, indeed, the metric may not be flat unless the reduction of B(Mn) to K is realized.
Definition. Let B(Mn) be reduced to a totally disconnected group K. Assume that on the holonomy covering space Mn the 1-forms co\ lying above the defining forms da on Mn, satisfy du{ = cjjco' A«fc for real constants cjt, i,j, k = 1, 2, • • ■ , n. Then the reduction of B(Mn) to K is called integrable.
Of course, each realizable reduction of 73(^17") to K is integrable for in this case the forms co'' on Mn satisfy aV = 0.
In terms of the forms co' on Mn, the natural Riemannian metric on M" for a given reduction of B(Mn) to a totally disconnected group K, is ds2 = Z?-i ("02. Proof. Now Mn with the forms a', which satisfy da' = c)ka'A®k has a complete Riemannian metric ds2= Zi-i (ffi*)2-Since Mn is simply-connected, it is a Lie group [9] with left invariant forms o* and structure constants c)h.
Let D be the covering transformation group of homeomorphisms of Mn over M". Then D preserves the forms a* and thus consists of left translations [18] of Mn. We can consider DGMn. Since Mn is a covering space of Mn, D is discrete and furthermore the homogeneous space of right cosets Mn/D is differentiably isometric with M". Q.E.D.
Corollary. The Lie group Mn is commutative if and only if the reduction of B (Mn) to K is realizable.
Proof. If M" is commutative, then cjt = 0 and dco' = 0 on Mn. Then the projections of the forms co* in each local coordinate system of Mn, yield coordinates which realize the reduction of B(Mn). The converse result was obtained in [5] . Q.E.D.
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